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Hyde Tools Introduces New Contour Scraper
with Quick-Change Blade
The new Contour Scraper from Hyde Tools comes with six stainless steel blades that offer a
different scraper profile on each end of the blade, for a total of 12 shapes and sizes that can be
matched to any job, whether at home or at a worksite. A new quick-release lever makes changing
blades fast and easy.
Whether flat, concave, convex or fluted, most surfaces can be matched to one of the blade
shapes for smooth, easy scraping. Varying blade sizes and profiles allow you to reach into tight
corners, scrape curves or small channels and more. Applications include:
• Wood moldings

• Stair rails or treads

• Chair rails

• Wainscoting

• Door and window casings

• Dentil molding

• Picture frames

• Mantels

• Balusters

• Pilasters

The ergonomic handle is comfortable for extended use. The sharp, durable blades can be resharpened as needed and come with a reusable blade storage container. Blade use suggestions are
included in the package. The tool is also easy to clean and easy to display at retail.
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Hyde Tools offers a range of tools used in surface prep and finishing, including putty knives,
scrapers, wire brushes, drywall tools and a growing line of airless spray tools for painting and
pressure washing. HYDE® brand tools are well known with pros and serious do-it-yourself users
for being high-quality and durable. For more information, visit www.hydetools.com or call 800USA-HYDE. Reference tool #10450.
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